14:00 Kurt Erbach - Project C09: A frame-based analysis of countability
   *Corpus searches, annotations, data sharing and evaluation*

14:35 Wiebke Petersen - Project C10: A frame-based analysis of adjective-noun combinations,
   Project B09: Modifiers as a probe into the frame structure of events
   *The problem of collecting and storing data and developing a specialized search tool.*

15:10 Break

15:20 Simon Petitjean - Project A02: Argument linking and extended locality
   *Encoding linguistic data/ data interchange formats in XMG*

15:55 Younes Samih - Project Z: Central Projects
   *Using PHP & MYSQL*

16:30 Break

16:40 Rainer Osswald – Project B01: Verb frames at the syntax-semantics interface
   *Issues in the morpho-syntactic annotation of cross-linguistic data*

17:15 Collaboration/ General discussion

18:00 Depart for dinner (location TBD)